
Curriculum Central Conference Call – 1/22/14  
 

Participants: 
Wendy Pearson, UHM; Ryan Bugard, UHM; Mitchell Okuma, Hawai‘i CC; Kara Kam, 
Honolulu CC; Susan Pope, Kapi‘olani CC; Bob Moeng, Kapi‘olani CC; Kathlen Lee, 
Kaua‘i CC; Pete Gross, Leeward CC; Kevin Morimatsu, Windward CC; Susan Nishida, 
System; April Scazzola, System; Thanh Giang, System. 
  
Curriculum Central Update (Thanh) 

 Working on the Foundations piece 

 Completed review process and is ready in TEST server.  

 Suggested administrators give the system a try or pass word on to anyone 
with interest.  

 Will also send a message to users signed up to assist with foundation.  

 Offered to walk users through system. Just send Thanh a message when to 
give it a try. 

  
Campus Updates – none; all campus processes appear to be operating 
smoothly. 

  
Kuali Student CM (April ad Thanh) 
 
 The UH Kuali virtual server is up, thanks to Thanh,and people can play with it.  
 

 URL: http://kcmtest.its.hawaii.edu/ks-with-rice-bundled/login.jsp 
 

 Username/password:   admin/admin 

 Note that the interface is identical with the one we saw last semester on the 
Kuali website, and no new terminology or data (e.g., instructors, departments) 
have been added. You can add data (e.g., new categories and statements of 
learning Objectives). Let’s consider this the vanilla version from which some 
adaptations will be made. 

  
Update on identifying the service provider who will work with us to adapt Kuali to UH 
system needs: 

 At Kuali Days conference in November, Cara Kawano met with 9 identified 
Kuali commercial partners to alert them to our needs. Announcements 
requesting qualified vendors to apply were posted in early January, and Cara 
followed up with emails to potential vendors. It’s expected that formal 
applicaions will be coming in shortly. 

 Rather than the rigid and time-bound RFP process originally considered, we 
are using a more flexible and efficient process that will enable us to choose a 
highly qualified provider who can give us what we need at an acceptable 
cost—as soon as one is identified.  A review team will be formed, including 
technical and functional; the user group will be kept informed. 

 April and Cara will be meeting with Banner folks on Feb 3 to discuss 
alignment of Banner and KCM 

http://kcmtest.its.hawaii.edu/ks-with-rice-bundled/login.jsp


 Thanh and Cara will be looking at data migration issues with CC to KCM 

Feb 3 Meeting 

 Each campus will be represented by one or two persons, preferably including 
the each CurrCtrl campus administrator. 

 This will be a hands-on, practical meeting—planning the Spring semester, 
going thru the demo website, discussing the Banner-KCM interface and the 
migration of data from CurrCtrl to KCM, getting clarity on what kinds of 
modifications we can expect, discussing how training is to be conducted.   

 No policy will be established this time—we just want to get on the same page. 

 Cara will report on status of the search for the service provider and will be 
present throughout the meeting as the technical lead.   

  
April will send out an email asking who will be attending the Feb meeting to get a 
headcount. Please be sure to send this information to Melissa to ensure parking 
arrangements are completed for attendees and directions sent out. 

 
 
***These notes combine information from Susan Nishida, Thanh, and April 


